Measurement of facial movement with computer software.
To adapt desktop computer software to objectively grade facial movement. The criteria of the facial nerve grading system by House and Brackmann, the current "gold standard," are prone to ambiguous interpretation. Proposed objective grading systems compare the movement of points on each side of the face or use subtraction and thresholding of digitized images of the face to yield images that represent moving areas of the face. The movement of a point on the face and the area of motion determined by digital subtraction were compared during an increasing smile in healthy subjects. The Nottingham system (calculated using measurement of the movement of 4 points on the face) using desktop computer software (Adobe Photoshop 3.0, Adobe Systems Inc, Mountain View, Calif) to measure movement of the points was compared with the system by House and Brackmann. The computer software was used to subtract digitized images and derive a facial movement score, which was compared with the scores of the systems by Nottingham and House and Brackmann. Academic otologic practice. Nine patients with varying degrees of facial nerve disability and 7 individuals with normal facial nerve function. The movement of the oral commissure compared with the apparent area of movement of the face determined by digital subtraction had high intersubject variability. In patients with facial weakness, the Nottingham score had a correlation coefficient of -0.97 compared with the House and Brackmann grade, and the digital subtraction score had a correlation coefficient of -0.62 (paired Student t test). The desktop computer software can be used to calculate the Nottingham score. Digital subtraction as a measure of facial function warrants further study.